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AltEFluxR0Noline.doc Recent research shows that the surface wave energy dissipation, which is the vertical energy flux across the air-sea interface, can be calculated as the product of air density, reference wind speed cubed and an energy transfer coefficient determined by the dimensionless parameters made of wind speed, significant wave height and dominant wave period. In a similar way, the horizontal wave energy flux of wind generated waves can be represented by the same dimensionless wind and wave parameters. Satellite altimeters routinely report reference wind speed and significant wave height. An algorithm to derive the characteristic wave period of ocean waves in the altimeter footprint using the similarity properties of ocean wind and waves is described. The vertical and horizontal energy fluxes derived from the satellite altimeter are in very good agreement with the estimation from ocean buoy measurements in four geography locations with significantly different wind and wave climates. The vertical energy flux follows closely the cubic wind speed dependence, reflecting the dominance of short wave contribution in wave generation and breaking dissipation. The wind speed dependence of horizontal energy flux is much weaker especially in mild to moderate wind speed, reflecting its dominance by long swell component.
Application of the energy flux parameterization functions to satellite altimeter measurements offers an efficient method of estimating the air-sea exchange and ocean energy budget in global scale. Such data are extremely difficult to acquire using other means.
Introduction
Satellite remote sensing offers an efficient way of monitoring global and regional earth environments. Spaceborne altimeters, following their many generations of development, have provided high-quality wind speed and wave height data over the world's oceans with an unusually high spatial density along the satellite ground tracks. For example, TOPEX/POSEIDON (hereafter referred to as TP) reports wind and wave information at onesecond intervals and produces measurements at approximately every 7 km along the satellite groundtrack. The spacing between neighboring tracks is nominally 316 km at the equator and much smaller at higher latitudes (127 revolutions per repeat cycle). Verifications with collocated and simultaneous ocean buoy data have shown that the altimeter derived significant wave height agrees with buoy data to within 0.15 m and the wind speed accuracy is approximately 1.7 m/s globally and 1.2 m/s regionally [e.g., Cotton and Carter, 1994; Ebuchi and Kawamura, 1994; Freilich and Challenor, 1994; Gower, 1996; Hwang et al., 1998 ]. Furthermore, the wave height and wind speed can be used to derive a characteristic wave period using empirical functions correlating the three quantities: wave height, wave period and wind speed. The characteristic period calculated from altimeter output correlates very well with the average or peak wave period measured by in situ buoys in the Gulf of Mexico [Hwang et al., 1998 ]. Davies et al.
[1998] take a semi-theoretical approach relating the backscattering cross section and the directional properties of wave spectrum to obtain a characteristic wave period from altimeter data. The wave age dependence on the derived wave period is discussed and the comparison with buoy measurement is very good. More recently, Gommenginger et al. [2003] make use of the property that the altimeter backscattering cross section is inversely proportional to the mean square slope of the ocean surface. Assuming that the mean square slope can be represented by 4 AltEFluxR0Noline.doc the ratio of the significant wave height and dominant wavelength, they establish empirical correlation functions from collocated and simultaneous altimeter and ocean buoy measurements of the peak, mean and zero crossing wave periods (Tp, Tm and Tz); the latter two quantities are derived, respectively, from the first and second moments of the wave spectrum. Their results are in very good agreement with ocean buoy data. On the NDBC web site, Tp and Tz are routinely reported [Earle, 1996; IAHR, 1989] , the latter quantity is called average wave period on the NDBC web site and denoted by the variable Ta in this paper.
The feasibility of deriving wave period from altimeter data is quite interesting because the energy transfer across the air-sea interface can be evaluated from the surface wave energy dissipation,v, which can be calculated from simultaneous measurements of reference wind speed (neutral wind speed at 10 m elevation), U10, significant wave height, Hs, and dominant wave period at the spectral peak, Tp [Hwang and Sletten, 2008] . Very good agreement is found in the comparison of the energy dissipation calculation using the parameterization function with field measurements of Felizardo and Melville [1995] , Terray et al. [1996] , Hanson and Phillips [1999] and Gemmrich and Farmer [2004] . Another quantity that is of great interest is the horizontal wave energy flux across a vertical plane, which can be used to evaluate the "energy reserve" of an ocean wave field. This is usually represented in its vertically integrated form, and can be expressed as the product of wave energy and group velocity, the latter is determined uniquely by the wave period in deep water wave condition.
In this paper, the application of the vertical and horizontal energy flux parameterization functions based on the spaceborne altimeter measurements is illustrated. Two issues are addressed prior to this application: (a) The characteristic wave period presented in Hwang et al.
[1998] can be further refined to correct for some apparent wave age dependent discrepancies addressed. This is done in both Sections 2 and 3 with the wind and wave measurements derived from the ocean buoys described above. Comparisons of the vertical and horizontal energy fluxes derived from spaceborne altimeter and ocean buoys are then described. A summary is presented in Section 4.
Derivation of significant wave period from altimeter data

Empirical similarity relation
Hwang et al. [1998] describe a procedure to calculate a characteristic wave period, T0, from altimeter output of significant wave height, Hs, and wind speed, U10, using empirical correlations between wave period, wave height and wind speed established from earlier wave research [e.g., Hasselmann et al., 1973; Toba, 1978] . AltEFluxR0Noline.doc smooth curves represent the similarity properties derived from analyses of wind-generated waves under fetch-limited growth conditions expressed as a power law function [Hwang, 2006] 
The dashed curve is for the first order fitting analysis, which yields constant proportionality coefficient and exponent, R1 = 2.9410 3 and r1 = 3.42.
For wind generated wave data, p is almost always used as the reference wave frequency due to its correspondence to the wave frequency component of maximum height and energy, thus it is of primal importance in ocean engineering applications. Experimental observations indicate that wind generation of surface waves becomes ineffective when wave phase speed exceeds about 1.25U10, corresponding to  * <0.8 [Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964] . The data shown in Fig.   1a indicate that even in the mixed sea conditions in the open ocean, wave properties in the region with  * ~0.8 can be described by the windsea growth function (1) with p as the reference wave frequency. Statistically, a is about 1.3p [Hwang et al., 1998, Fig. 12d] , and the data of expressions of the dimensionless wave height and wave period together with the empirical curves given by Hasselmann et al. [1973] and Toba [1978] , as described in Hwang et al. [1998] .
The first order fitted equation (1) 
where T0 is a characteristic wave period. Using a slightly variation of (3) Hwang et al. [1998] notice that T0 obtained from TP wind speed and wave height is neither Tp nor Ta but a quantity in between. Subsequent analysis reveals that some discrepancies with buoy data are wave age dependent, pointing a way for further refinement. The refinement algorithm will be presented in Subsection 2.3 after the description of data sets used in the analysis.
Environmental characteristics of datasets from four regions
Collocated and simultaneous wind and wave data from NDBC (National Data Buoy Center) buoys and TP groundtracks are collected from four regions with distinctive wind and wave conditions. The maximum time and space differences between buoy locations and altimeter footprints are set to be 0.5 h and 100 km. The detailed information on merging buoy and altimeter data sets has been presented in Hwang et al. [1998] and will not be repeated here. Table   1 lists the buoy stations and satellite tracks used. The locations of the buoys are marked on the map in Fig. 2 . Most of the buoys are operational over the 7 years of the TP data (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) except in the equatorial region, where only one year's measurements are available at the time of 8 AltEFluxR0Noline.doc data compilation.
The probability distribution functions (pdf) of wind speed, significant wave height, average and peak wave periods, and dimensionless wave frequencies referenced to average and peak wave periods of the four regions are shown in Fig. 3 . The corresponding statistics of mean and standard deviation are listed in Table 2 for reference. The coarse resolution of peak wave period, Tp, reported in the NDBC buoy data is clearly seen in its pdf (Fig. 3c) therefore Ta is chosen as the reference wave period in the development of altimeter algorithm. As expected, the GOA region is characterized by high sea states with strong winds and high waves. Due to its enclosed nature, GOM is typical of a low sea state region with low wind speed, wave height and short wave period. In terms of the wave age parameter (inversely proportional to  * ), the two regions are quite similar. The equatorial region is influenced by background swell, reflected by the large wave period and relatively low wind speed. The mean wave age of this area is the largest of the four regions. Swell condition in the Hawaiian region is also severe. The data collection of these four regions, therefore, represents a broad coverage of the ocean wind and wave conditions.
Derivation of wave period from spaceborne altimeter
Following the approach of Hwang et al. [1988] , (3) is applied to the collocated data described above. The first level solution of the wave period 0.5842 2 10 10 0 2 6.517 10
derived from TP and the measured Ta from buoys are highly correlated. Fig. 4a shows the result with the GOA data as an illustration. Results from application to the other regions are similar 9 AltEFluxR0Noline.doc (see also Hwang et al., [1998, (Fig. 14c )]). While highly correlated, T0 from TP is clearly larger than Ta from buoy. A linear regression is performed to remove the trend of over estimation,
where T1 is the first iteration wave period, a1=6.74610 -1 and a0=1.679 are empirically determined with polynomial fitting to the GOA data using the buoy Ta in place of T1 in (5). The agreement between T1 and the buoy Ta is improved considerably (Fig. 5a ). There remains a mild dependence on wave age as illustrated by the two data subgroups with different ranges of wave age and plotted using different symbols in Fig. 4a . The trend can also be detected when the derived wave period is plotted against the wave age (Fig. 4c) . Because the purpose of the algorithm is to derived wave period, and then the energy flux, from altimeter output, a surrogate wave age, A1, is calculated with the altimeter-derived T1, 
The coefficients b2=-3.37710 -2 , b1=2.25410
, and b0=7.56410 -1 are again empirically determined from the GOA data set.
After the procedure of linear regression (5) and wave age correction (7), the wave period derived from TP is quite comparable to the buoy Ta (Fig. 5b ) and the resulting wave age bias of 10 AltEFluxR0Noline.doc
Ta from TP is mostly removed (Fig. 5c ). The algorithm is applied to the other three geophysical regions to obtain the average wave period from altimeter wind speed and wave height. The statistics of bias (B), orthogonal regression coefficient (c, see Hwang et al. [1998, Appendix] ), rms difference (D), and correlation coefficient (Q) between the TP and buoy Ta are listed in Table 3 . From here on, Ta is used for the average wave period derived from altimeter and wave buoy. If distinction between the two is needed, subscript 'T" or 'TOPEX' for TP and 'B' or 'Buoy' for buoy will be added. Fig. 6 compares the average wave period derived from the algorithms described here and
in Gommenginger et al. [2003] . As mentioned in the Introduction, NDBC reports Ta based on the second moment of wave spectrum [Earle, 1996] , which is Tz in Gommenginger et al. [2003] .
Both algorithms perform well, the present method yields somewhat better agreement with the buoy data based on the application to the four geophysical regions in the compiled data. Table 4 lists the relevant statistics of bias, orthogonal linear regression coefficient, root mean square difference, correlation coefficient, and normalized root mean square difference (DN) between the buoy Ta and the average wave period derived from each algorithm.
Energy flux parameterization
Horizontal energy flux
The magnitude of the horizontal energy flux of surface waves across a vertical plane, usually represented by its vertically integrated form, can be computed from the product of the 
where  h is the nondimensional coefficient of horizontal energy transfer, uniquely determined by the dimensionless properties of characteristic wave frequency and wave height as shown in (8).
As obvious from inspecting Fig. 1a , the numerical value of  h may differ depending on whether Tp or Ta is used as the characteristic wave period. Figs. 7a and 7b show  h computed with the two wave periods based on buoy data in the four geophysical regions. Using the windsea wave generation curves as reference, a factor of 0.6 is applied to the calculation with Ta as the reference wave period to account for the observation that the magnitude of  * (a * ) is larger than  * (p * ) by a factor of about 1.6 for the same numerical value of a * and p * (Figs. 1a, 7c and   7d ). Fig. 8a shows  h computed with the TP measurements applying the correction factor of 0.6, because the derived wave period is the equivalent Ta. -4 toward high wind speed. This value corresponds to  h at a * about 1.3 (Fig. 8a) and suggests that in the open ocean, the sea state of surface waves tends to gravitate to a * near 1.3 at high wind speeds. Interestingly, while GOA has the highest range in wind speed and wave height, for modest and low wind conditions, it has the lowest  h among the three regions in the Pacific
Ocean studies here, falling below even EQU with low wind and mild swell (Fig. 3 )! This is good news for wave energy extraction -the ocean wave energy is dominated by the swell portion of the wave spectrum and substantial reserve is available even in calm and temperate regions in the open ocean. This is significantly different from the wind energy. In future expansion of human activities from land to ocean, energy supply can be obtained locally in most regions of the ocean.
Vertical energy flux
The vertical energy flux at the air-sea interface represents the energy input from atmosphere to the ocean with surface waves serving as the transfer medium. From decades of wind wave growth research, the atmospheric input to the wave field is approximately equal to the wave energy dissipation [e.g., Hasselmann et al., 1973; Phillips, 1985; Donelan, 1998; Hwang and Sletten, 2008] . The parameterization function of surface wave energy dissipation is given by Hwang and Sletten [2008] 13 AltEFluxR0Noline.doc 
where  v is the vertical energy transfer coefficient relating the energy dissipation with wind speed and  a the density of air ( a =1.2 kg/m 3 used in all calculations in this paper). Hwang and Sletten [2008] show that for wind events in the ocean with wind duration longer than one hour ( * is generally less than 4), the numerical value of  v for practical applications is [ Hwang and Sletten, 2008, Fig. 3a] . Computations using the parameterization function (9) are in very good agreement with field measurements [Felizardo and Melville, 1995; Terray et al., 1996; Hanson and Phillips, 1999; Gemmrich and Farmer, 2004) . Fig. 9 shows  v calculated with the dimensionless parameterization equation using the wind and wave output from buoy ( Fig. 9a) and TP (Fig. 9b) . A factor of 0.6 is applied to the calculation to account for the observation that the magnitude of  * (a * ) is larger than  * (p * ) by a factor of about 1.6, as mentioned earlier. Fig. 9c illustrates the close resemblance of the vertical energy fluxes computed from buoy and TP data. The vertical energy flux is strongly dependent on wind speed, reflecting its dominance by short scale waves. The dominance by short waves in air-sea energy transfer is generally accepted for the case of wind generation [e.g., Phillips, 1985; Donelan, 1988; Hwang and Sletten, 2008] . For wave breaking, recent field data provide ample evidence showing that the breaking velocity and length scales are concentrated in short waves with wave period on the order of about 1 to 2 s [Hwang and Wang, 2004; Hwang et al., 2008a, b; Gemmrich et al., 2008] .
Summary and conclusions
In this paper, a procedure to derive the energy flux from altimeter output of significant 14 AltEFluxR0Noline.doc wave height and wind speed. The algorithm is based on the robust correlation between two dimensionless parameters, U10/gTa and U10 2 /gHs, or equivalently, the dimensionless frequency  * and variance  * , established from earlier ocean wave research [e.g., Hasslemann et al., 1973; Toba, 1978; Donelan et al., 1985; Hwang, 2006] . The resulting characteristic wave period obtained with this approach shows close correlation with the peak or average wave period measured by in situ buoys [Hwang et al., 1998 ]. The wave period derived from the altimeter source using the algorithm described in Hwang et al. [1998] has a magnitude in between the peak and average wave periods routinely reported by NDBC. Using buoy Ta as reference, a linear regression (3) is applied to remove the overestimation. After the linear regression, there remains a mild wave age dependence in the discrepancy between TP and buoy wave periods (Fig. 4c) , which can be removed by a second order polynomial function (5). The wave period computed from TP wind speed and wave height following these two additional steps is in good agreement with the average wave period measured by in situ buoys ( Fig. 5b and Table 3 A. Hwang, and S. A. Kitaigorodskii (1996) , Estimates of kinetic energy dissipation under breaking waves, J. Phys. Oceanogr., 26, 792-807. Toba, Y. (1978) , Stochastic form of the growth of wind waves in a single-parameter representation with physical interpretation, J. Phys. Oceanogr., 8, [494] [495] [496] [497] [498] [499] [500] [501] [502] [503] [504] [505] [506] [507] AltEFluxR0Noline.doc Dev.
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